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Welcome to the first issue of the re-booted Contactor
magazine. Obviously, many of you reading this have
received previous issues of publications by this name
from days gone by, ranging from the photocopied efforts
in the 90s to the online PDFs of recent years.
Well, things have changed for The Contactor and the eagle-eyed amongst you
may have spotted that this issue is numbered as the first one of volume two,
does that make the earlier editions more collectable? Well, probably not, but
what you really want to know is ‘What has changed’?
For starters, this is now a joint publication which you have been sent because
you’re either a member of the Suburban Electric Railway Association or the
4-SUB Association. It makes sense to do it this way as it’s always a struggle
to fill one publication with group news, so by merging two groups that
problem becomes much easier to solve. Whilst the two groups are very much
independent of each other, and membership of one is not membership of
the other, the projects have enough synergy and common personnel to avoid
unnecessary duplication of effort.
This magazine will be published twice a year and to the high standards that you
hold in your hands now; the days of badly stapled photocopies are long gone.
What you’ll not see is the editorial team chasing people for articles. But articles
written by people who don’t really want to write them are rarely entertaining so
the editorial teams will produce the content themselves as they have fingers in
all the right pies and can accurately report on everything that’s going on.
That’s not to say we won’t entertain material submissions from budding
writers, quite the opposite – we simply won’t be bugging you for your input.
Mark Walling and I have been responsible for some quality publications over
the years, ranging from all the DL leaflets currently promoting our projects to
the much appreciated Electric Railway Museum Visitor Guide.
So now the magazine has been introduced, it’s time to let you enjoy the content,
please feel free to let us know what you think.

Graeme Gleaves
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From Coventry with Love
As you are all aware,
the Electric Railway
Museum in Coventry
closed to the public 2
years ago in October of
2017. If you didn’t know,
where have you been?
By the end of July 2018,
the whole site had been
cleared of all
41 rail-mounted items,
all grounded bodies,
road vehicles,
buildings, and fixtures
and fittings ...

... but what you may
not be that familiar with,
is the work that went
on behind the scenes to
make this happen.

Pictured 67300, looking
resplendent, is winched
aboard the trailer
which will convey it
from Coventry to Kent.
Opposite page The team
of cross group volunteers
pictured at Sellindge
having completed he
installation of the track to
receive 2-EPB unit 6307.
Wrapped-up and loaded,
the C&SLR car body
heads off to Sellindge.
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First of all a quick straw poll:

EMU cars which were never

as 2016, plans began to be

Back in July 2017, when the

high on the shopping list

considered of likely locations

Electric Railway Museum

for heritage railways, the

where items could be stored

announced that it was to

situation would appear rather

or obtain restoration space.

close; hands up if you were

desperate for those not closely

Also, thoughts had to be given

one of those people who

connected to the project.

to what would continue to be

thought ‘those trains are

But thankfully, there were a

a viable project post-ERM and

doomed’ — don’t worry if

select few who had foreseen

what could go on the disposal

you did, there were plenty of

this situation arising and

list. Of course, nothing

people who thought the same,

had made preparations; it

tangible was done with this

and given the situation, why

was, after all, not the first

as it was all a hypothetical

wouldn’t they. The ERM

time the existence of the

‘what if’ exercise but it made

was not exactly flushed

site at Coventry had been

a few people combat-ready for

with cash, it had no offers

threatened and some knew

when the nightmare scenario

of an alternative site, and

that it may only be a matter

happened in June 2017.

as the bulk of the collection

of time before one of those

After a few months of pointless

comprised of unrestored

threats became real. As early

dialogue with Coventry City
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that held out hope that an
alternative site could be
found, and I’m sad to say
some pushed this idea for far
too long giving false hope, but
realistically this was never
going to be a viable option
given the timescales involved
— it was time to put the
‘Dunkirk’ plan into effect.
I was to spend the next two
months not only travelling
the length and breadth of the
country investigating possible
sites that could house ex-ERM
vehicles, but also answering
the hundreds of messages
that were coming in about the
future of the collection.
The messages could be filtered
into one of three categories
which were: vultures,
dreamers, and helpers;
a vulture was someone who
wanted to get their hands on
one of the prized parts of the
collection and nothing else,
or were after spare parts if we
‘unfortunately’ had to scrap
anything (for the record the
Council who were unable

prized items that we got such

to acquire items, but it was

under the radar to waste a

to give a straight answer to

requests for were the station

obvious that they had neither

fair bit of my time; not a bad

the question of the future of

building, the signal box, the

the funds to move them or

return given the volume of

the site the ERM currently

LNER brake van, BR flat wagon

even anywhere to take them.

people out there. The final

occupied, the ERM got the

and Ruston diesel shunter

The other type of dreamer was

category was the helpers; now

news at a meeting with the

MAZDA, and the track).

the people who offered what

these were people who could

developer that they were

The messages were easy to

they considered good advice

offer a home to parts of the

going to have to quit the site

filter out and send on their

or options for the museum to

collection, either by hosting

within 18 months at the most.

way with a polite rebuttal;

get out of its dilemma but had

it on their site or by actually

After an emergency ERM

our plan required a better

no idea of the practicalities

buying items on the disposal

Trustees meeting following

quality offer and we were

involved, the sums of money,

list. There were also those

the Open Day on 8th July it

only willing to work, in the

the politics or were simply

that, whilst they could offer

was decided to make a public

first instance, with those who

talking nonsense. These were

no help themselves, they put

announcement of the closure

were helpers. Those offers

relatively easy to filter out

us in contact with people who

and ask the wider heritage

certainly never came from the

with minimal questioning

could. It was the helpers that

community for help, there

dreamers – these were people

and I’m happy to say that

the plan to save everything

were those within the ERM

who either said they wanted

only one dreamer slipped

relied upon; well that and
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From Coventry with Love

a massive dollop of good
fortune – oh, and the planets
aligning in our favour.
All the items at the ERM
could be categorised in one of
three sections (things happen
in threes a lot in this story):
Prized items, items for
disposal and projects.
The projects themselves had
a further three categories;
ongoing with a workforce,
high priority but waiting and
long term no plans. From here
on in, I will only relate to the
story how it affected mainly
the SERA and HETT items to

Pictured The final SUB
vehicle is hauled up the
exit ramp at the ERM.
Opposite page The class
503 is formed up and in
the dry inside the former
‘goods outward’ shed at
Hornby Margate.
Photo Jacob Sparkes
A never to be repeated
line up? The South
Tyneside EPB, 4-SUB and
503 picture together at
Coventry for the first and
last time.
2-EPB unit 6307 snow
bound at the Electric
Railway Museum. At this
time it’s future was very
uncertain having been
the subject of a time
wasting offer.

save space, but I reference
other items where they fit into
that part of the story.
Whilst a project like the
Tyneside may look rather
shabby in its present state,
a shrewd potential site will
look deeper at the project as a
whole and what goes with it.
We have one asset that was
very valuable and provided
leverage in our quest for
homes; our volunteers.

Tyneside that came with

to house it and there were

timber City & South London

volunteers, two locos and a

other possible homes in the

body. The decision had been

stores van – and then point

pipeline too, but by using the

taken from the outset that

them in the direction of the

457 to secure additional space

the metal one was going on

similarly self-supporting LAB

to house the Kearsley Bo-Bo

the disposal list as there was

4 project, with its volunteers,

electric loco we were able to

no desire to spend money

and the three-wagon restored

get two spaces for the price of

moving something that was

demonstration train from

one at the East Kent. This left

considered to be beyond

ERM and suddenly there is a

the issue of the less attractive

restoration. The long term

home offered for nine of the

and less active items in the

items needed storage and

It was clear there were items

41 items that needed to be

fleet – projects that fell

by providing track and point

of huge interest to them, such

re-housed — it’s a win-win

into the high priority category

work, and even plant removed

as the station building and

situation as everyone gets

such as the SUB and 503

from Coventry, we were able

signal box and by offering

what they need. Similarly, the

and those that were very

to secure space at Hope Farm

them a self-supporting

case of the Class 457. The East

much long term, the 2-EPB

in Sellindge. The SUB and

project in the shape of the

Kent Railway were very keen

6307, the LOR coach and the

503 were another matter.

Every railway needs more of
these and by putting together
a bundle which involved highend items, volunteers and a
project in need of some work,
suddenly the less attractive
parts of the setup start to look
more attractive. This is exactly
what we were able to do with
the Battlefield Railway.
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As high priority items that

crowdfunder setup by myself

had a high profile but came

in April 2018 to fund the

with nothing, these projects

4-SUB movement brought in

would require big money and

£4,500. The remainder of the

a new organisation to fund

4-SUB movement costs were

it. Out of the blue, we were

met by a private donor, both

approached by the 5-Bel trust

sums ensured that the four

who suggested the Margate

car unit and the spare trailer

site that had been taken

were covered. There were a

over by Locomotive Storage

few other generous donations

Limited as an out base from

that helped both the 503 and

their operational headquarters

457 units meet the cost of

at Crewe. Undercover storage

their transport. A grant from

does not come cheap, but after

the ERM paid for the 2-EPB

some tough negotiating, and

6307 to move and also the

backed with sponsorship for

track work that was to go with

the first 12 months, a deal

it. With what we had raised

was reached that would see

by crowdfunding, the sale

all eight of the HETT fleet

of Crabtree along with some

go undercover for two years

other smaller donations,

where they could dry out after

sales stand activity and

years of open air storage.

looking down the sides of our

From this point, the rescue

sofas we scraped together

of everything at Coventry

enough to cover the final bill,

began to look like it was going

well almost; we did have to

to happen, there was only

borrow just over £1,000 to

one problem to stop it — we

move MAZDA but this will

had no money to pay for the

have been repaid by the time

operation.

you read this. So having got

By seeking competitive quotes
from various hauliers for
the moves to take place, it

“a never to be repeated line-up”

the finance together, all that
was needed was the logistics
to come together.

was clear that the best case

I need to point out that whilst

scenario was that the final

I have described the processes

bill would be over £40,000

to find homes, raise funds and

so some serious fundraising

the eventual movement in a

was going to be needed in a

chronological sequence these

very short space of time. Two

various processes overlapped

crowdfunders were run, the

considerably. The choice of

first setup by Nick Hair which

homes was sown up largely

focussed on the Tyneside, 503

by January of 2018 but the

and items to go to Sellindge.

fundraising ran up to the date

This was pushed as needing

of the last movements in June.

to raise as close to £10,000

The movements themselves

as possible and in six months

began on 23rd November

from July to January brought

when LAB 4 departed the

in £6,000. The second

Coventry site. There was
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Despite this, the 457 repaint
was completed and by the
time it came to be loaded for
its journey to Kent on 23rd
April it had narrowly won
the title of ‘Smartest vehicle
to leave the site’. It looked
magnificent on the back of the
lorry and was well received
upon arrival in Kent. The
movement from Shepherds
Well to its new home in the
bay platform at Eythorne was
made by rail with the motive
power being the power car
from 205 001. The tightlock
coupler on the 457 hadn’t
been used in over 20 years
so part of the preparations
to move were to ensure the
locking mechanism was well
lubricated. The one and a
half mile rail journey passed
without incident and provided
me with a first, and possibly
last, chance to ride in the 457
along with a rare pairing of
two generations of DEMU,
given the 457’s origins as part
of a 210 DEMU. The ‘Second
meant to be a steady stream

that were not physically

process enormously. It was on

smartest vehicle’ award

of vehicles over the winter

connected, whilst the siding

this side of the site that nearly

went to the Ruston 88DS loco

but the weather had other

on the airport side were all

all the SERA and HETT stock

Crabtree that underwent a

ideas and it was not until

connected and linked to a

was located.

miraculous transformation

March that the exodus began

headshunt which passed

in earnest. Snow blanketed

through a cutting. The stock

in site in February and early

on the unconnected sidings

March and at times it felt

was extracted from their

that this was not operation

respective siding end, whilst

Dunkirk but more akin to the

over the other side, the

completed despite the rain

evacuation of Hoth. For those

headshunt was lifted and the

and snow that plagued the

of you who weren’t familiar

remaining stub was turned

winter and early spring.

to the Battlefield Railway

with the Coventry site; it was

into a ramp to enable vehicles

As you may recall, by the end

were the closest to the

divided in two halves with

to be pushed straight onto

of March, we found ourselves

Coventry site of all the

each having a fan of three

the back of the road trailer

in a heatwave which made

receiving locations and these

sidings. The side nearest the

that was to take it away and

working conditions go from

began with the move of LAB

main road had three sidings

speeded-up the loading

one extreme to another.

4 in November but didn’t
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During the process of dismantling the site and loading
vehicles for departure there
were two restorations

from derelict wreck to smartly
turned out in Brunswick green
complete with wasp stripes
both ends for the journey to
its new home in Shropshire
with one of the museum’s class
309 units. The items to move
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“Would you ever know that a museum had been here?”
resume until the April with

left just the stock for Margate

last item to leave the site.

involved and the closure of

the wagons and the Ironclad

and the two locos to go. The

Being the longest serving

one of the hardest and most

departing first, at the end of

locos had been kept busy

resident, it seemed only

challenging projects I have

the month, while the Tyneside

shunting and loading all the

fitting it should have that

ever been involved in but most

left in the first week of May.

vehicles to depart by the ramp

honour. It was loaded on

significantly, it marked the

loading point so would be the

14th June, an hour after

beginning of a new phase for

last to go (or so it was planned).

Spondon No.1, then the pair

the organisation, or should I

left in convoy for their new

say organisations that will

home at the Battlefield Line.

take these projects forward.

The Sellindge items required
delivery in three phases; the
first was the C&SLR body

Margate proved a difficult

which was delivered along

operation to complete due,

with a quantity of track and a

in part, to the distance

buffer stop that then had to be

involved, but also due to the

laid by a team that comprised

limited time the site was open

of members of not only the

to accept deliveries. The 503

SERA but the EPB Preservation

was in position by 8th June but

The following weeks were

Group, Southern Electric

the movement of all four of

spent pulling up the track

Group and the Bulleid 4-DD

the SUB vehicles and the spare

and removing scrap metal

Supporters Group; a real team

EPB trailer were a protracted

and any other fittings that

effort (see page 3). As soon as

affair that started after the

were required for further use

this was completed, the 2-EPB

503, but wasn’t completed

at other sites, including the

unit 6307 was delivered on

until 18th June when the final

grounded LNER ventilated

18th May. On 12th June, the

DMBS was delivered – it had

van body that would become

LOR trailer was the final item

left the Coventry site but

the SERA workshop at

destined for the site, it needed

spent four days parked on a

Shackerstone. By the end

careful handling due to its

trailer waiting for a tractor

of July, as seen in the picture

fragile condition but made it

vehicle to collect it so this

above, the site was bare and

unscathed to Kent, along with

somewhat scuppered the

handed over to the developers.

a point and further track. This

plans to have MAZDA as the

It was the end of an era for all
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I had the pleasure of travelling
in the lorry with Spondon
and helped unload both of
them upon arrival.

This had been one of those
periods that all involved will
look back on with a sense of
pride and achievement.

Graeme Gleaves

Opposite page
The South Tyneside
EPB driving motor coach,
a few hours before
departure, it had just
received a coat of grey
primer to tidy its
appearance.
Photo Rob Davidson
Above The ERM site
pictured in June 2019,
just over ten months
after the last items left.
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Where did we go from here?
its Trustees and there are
no options for any other
people to join, unless they
are invited by the Trustees
as they possess skills and
abilities that will enhance the
work of the charity. However,
it was felt that there should
be a general membership
group that anybody could join
that supports the restoration
project on the 4-SUB (HETT’s
first project) and to that end
the 4-SUB Association (4-SA)
name was revived, having
previously been used in 1998
to raise the funds to buy the
unit. The 4-SA does not have
any direct influence on the
direction, pace or scope of
the restoration project but
it does offer an important

Even before the first
vehicles were removed
from the Coventry site,
a lot of thought had
been put into what type
of organisations would
be needed to take the
respective projects
forward, but more
importantly, deciding
which projects were
still viable and in
what guise?
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Since 2007, some items had

achieved by a purely volunteer

service in promoting the

been passed to the ownership

workforce and as such an

project to a wider audience

or custody of the Electric

organisation such as the SERA

with a traveling sales stand

Railway Museum, but as that

was no longer a viable option.

and regular publications and

organisation was going to

What was needed was a

updates on the project for

enter a period of voluntary

charitable body, run by

those who want to ‘belong’ to

hiatus their retention of them

experienced hands and

the project and see it flourish.

could not continue. Looking

capable of standing a chance

You may well ask why there

only at the items that had

of securing the very big sums

is no corresponding group

comprised the SERA collection

of money that will be needed

for the 503 unit? Well, that

only, it was decided that both

to get the units restored.

is simply a matter of supply

the 4-SUB and 503 units were

The Heritage Electric Trains

and demand; the 503 has

both not only very high profile

Trust (HETT) is the result of

never benefited from a broad

but also extremely high-cost

that decision. On 18th April

number of followers willing to

restorations; indeed in the

2019, HETT was recognised

financially support it and you

case of the latter you have to

as a charity by the UK

may be surprised to learn that,

remember that you can count

Charity Commission after

at present, the unit has more

the number of complete pre-

an eighteen-month process

coaches than it has financial

war EMUS in preservation on

to secure registration which

benefactors. We hope that will

your fingers and still be able

involved stringent checks on

change as the HETT project

to send a text message at the

the nature of the organisation,

same time. The scope of work

the people running it and

required on each unit has to

the objectives and methods

be considered way beyond that

that would be employed.

This left the remainder of

which could be realistically

HETT’s only members are

the collection passing back

starts to make strides and the
matter can be revisited in due
course.
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to the re-booted Suburban

the ERM by the SERA in 2007.

It should be remembered that

Whichever option is decided,

Electric Railway Association

6307 was put out for disposal

whilst all the items are now

it will be down to the SERA

which had been on voluntary

by ERM to any organisation

housed on ‘someone else’s’

membership and it will

hiatus since 2008 but was able

wishing to re-home it when

railway, they remain the full

have to be one that the

to be slowly restarted from

the closure was announced.

responsibility of the SERA.

organisation and its people

2013 when the situation at

The only interest in 6307 came

That means the restoration,

can competently run.

Coventry was starting to look

from an organisation who, as

upkeep, storage charges —

seriously difficult. The 501 and

it turned out, had no secure

it all comes from the SERA

2-HAP projects, previously

site to home it and no money

purse; oh, and the work is

under the SERA banner were

to get it there. Unfortunately,

done by SERA volunteers!

not included in the revised

such time-wasting dreamers

What happens next is for the

organisation; the former is

were a by-product of the ERM

SERA to decide what type of

now entirely the responsibility

dispersal but 6307 did still

organisation it wants to be

of its shareholders and the

need a proper saviour. At the

moving forward. It can remain

latter, having always been

eleventh hour, the SERA

as the club type body it has

privately owned, has been sold

offered to take it into storage

always been, but there is the

on to a new home. Likewise,

with some of their other

scope for it to follow the HETT

the Ruston 88DS shunter

items that are considered

model and become a charity,

‘Crabtree’ which was the first

‘long term’ projects. These

in many ways the application

item brought to the Coventry

will see no restoration work

for this will be a degree easier

site in 1996, has also been sold

until the main projects

for the SERA as it has items on

on with former ERM personnel

(Spondon, MAZDA and The South

public display already.

still involved with it as a

Tyneside EMU) are complete

private project. Rejoining the

which means they will stay

SERA fleet is Spondon No. 1 ,

in storage until 2027 at the

the erstwhile battery shunter,

very earliest unless there’s a

previously on loan to ERM but

fresh injection of funds and

now on loan to the SERA and

manpower to do anything

still operational. The Ruston

with them. The SERA projects

diesel-electric shunter

differ from those that were

‘MAZDA’ was one of the

moved over to the HETT in

longest-serving residents of

that they are achievable by a

the Coventry site, pre-dating

volunteer workforce working

any of the SERA collection

at their own pace and with

there. It is owned by a

a limited budget, whilst the

consortium that now includes

projects will not come cheap

SERA members and as such,

they will not require the

it was only right it should join

eye-watering sums that HETT

the SERA fleet. Another unit

will need to find. The 457 is

to rejoin the SERA fleet is the

a perfect example of what

2-EPB unit, 6307. It arrived

the SERA can achieve. It left

at Coventry in the late 1990s

Coventry fully restored and is

as a privately owned project,

on public display, as you will

the owner left the UK for a

read elsewhere it continues

new life overseas and donated

to receive the maintenance

it to the SERA in 2006 and it

and upkeep it needs from the

was subsequently donated to

SERA volunteer workforce.
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Graeme Gleaves
Opposite page
Spondon No.1 & MAZDA
stand beneath the signal
box having completed all
shunting. Awaiting their
time to be transported to
their new homes.
Below The LOR Car No.7
unloading at Sellindge.
Photo Mark Hickmont
The final vehicle to leave
the site, the second of
the 4-SUB driving cars
is off site and waits for
final checks whilst sat
on Rowley Road before
setting-off for Margate.
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Village Life – the 457 Project

The 457 left Coventry
looking like the pride
of the fleet having
undergone a full
cosmetic restoration
that had taken several
years to complete,
topped off with a full
exterior repaint in
to correct Network
SouthEast livery, the
cost of which had been
generously sponsored
by Wolverhampton
based consultancy firm
Wulfrun Consulting.

Pictured above
67300 newly installed in
the bay platform with the
205 DEMU on the main
line at Eythorne with the
East Kent volunteers who
made the move from
Shepherds Well happen.
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This had been completed in

the coach was ready for use.

the odd repair. By the end of

time for the movement to

At the Eythorne site, the

the summer season the floor

Kent along with some interior

railway has a cafe coach

in the cab along with the front

modifications requested by

serving hot cooked meals

passenger saloon door pocket

the East Kent Railway for

and afternoon teas. The 457

was becoming very spongy

its new role. This meant

acts as overspill for the café’s

and an assessment revealed it

installing tables in the

seating and also has another

was in need of replacement.

seating bays, these had to

role hosting children’s parties

The two man repair team

be non-destructive and not

and cream teas. The tables

(Brian Thompson and Graeme

affect the original structure

have seen a fair bit of use and

Gleaves) convened on site in

of the vehicle. Our own Rob

the integrity of Rob’s design

September and have spent the

Davidson came up with a

has stood up to the demands

last two months removing the

design that meant the tables

placed upon them.

old floor, cleaning the recesses
that have been exposed, and

were supported on one side
by two legs and on the other

During 2018 and 2019 the

protecting it against future

by bolts that slotted into the

vehicle has proved very

corrosion. The vehicle is in

garnish strip at waist level

popular with visitors and

good condition but there will

and had a convenient channel

EKR staff alike, some of the

be certain items each year

in them that could support a

railway’s younger volunteers

that need attention due to the

round head metal bolt.

have taken it upon themselves

nature of it living in the bay

The tables, all ten of them

to give it regular washes to

platform at Eythorne, exposed

were made from plywood and

keep the exterior looking

to the Kent weather. The team

2 x 1 and covered in blue vinyl,

fresh. One of the benefits of

have moved on to replacing

even featuring plastic corner

the vehicle was that being

the rotten flooring with new

protectors. Once delivery had

restored, it needs only

marine ply sheet which has

been completed on 24th April

occasional maintenance and

been treated to make it
The Contactor | Volume 02
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waterproof and able to last
for several years to come.
The original lino has been
saved for reconditioning
before being refitted over
the new flooring. Items such
as the retention strips and
kick plates at foot level have
been cleaned up and made
ready to be refitted. The
work continues with a third
member, James Pickering,
joining the team that meets
2-3 days a month at Eythorne
which is a very pleasant
place to work. The café is
open Tuesday to Friday and
there’s a regular team of EKR
volunteers on site during
the week as well as various
contractors popping-in.
One of the delights of this
Pictured above
Brian Thompson (left) and
James Pickering pose with
their handwork at Eythorne.

removed, next step will be

railway is that it runs from

the cleaning of the metal

somewhere to somewhere;

Clockwise from top right
The lino and floor removed
from the leading passenger
door pocket. The floor and
insulation below was found
to be in better condition
than that in the cab area.

treated with waterproofing

work and primer.
Floorboards, cut to shape,
and drying in the sunshine.
The new floorboard
installed in the passenger

both Eythorne and Shepherds
Well are pleasant villages
within easy reach by public
transport or the Kent road
network.

door pocket.

The team aims to have the

One of the tables added

first passenger door and the

Brian hard at work as he
removes the floor from the
457 passenger door pocket.

to the bay seating areas

cab finished in time for the

of the 457.

Santa season at the EKR in

A cream tea served aboard

December when the coach will

The cab vestibule floor with
the Lino and rotten boards

the 457 at Eythorne.

be needed again. A decision

Photos by East Kent Railway

on whether to complete floor
repairs to the rear passenger
doors, which are not in bad
condition, this time around or
postpone until after the 2020
operating season will be taken
in December. It has already
been decided that next years
maintenance will include a full
repaint of the vehicles roof.

Graeme Gleaves
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Village Life

Friends of 457

News from
the Farm

The SERA has launched this scheme to
attract some dedicated funding for the
vehicle to help pay for the winter storage
costs as well as the materials required for
closed season maintenance.
The opportunity to source some of the missing fittings
from the cab will soon present itself as vehicles of a
similar age are taken out of front line use and sent for
scrap; the largest of these is the secondman’s seat
but the cab is also missing a couple of switches, the
horn control and a 42 way jumper from the front.
The idea of the friends is to setup a fighting fund to

OK, don’t expect too many reports in future editions
of this magazine from the goings on at Hope Farm in
Sellindge. As mentioned elsewhere in this publication,
stock has been moved there for storage and not
active restoration. There is, of course, only so much
you can say about items in store.

provide for these parts to be acquired. To qualify as a

However, a little bit to report

line use) and the sole surviving

friend you either have to make an annual donation of

and perhaps it might be a

South Eastern Railway 01

£30 or have a monthly standing order of £2.50.

good idea to give you some

0-6-0 locomotive that can

In return, you’ll receive a special edition Friends of

background info’ on the site.

now be found at the Bluebell

the 457 membership card and an item of exclusive

Hope Farm is situated on the

Railway. The current operation

merchandise each year that is not available outside

outskirts of the village of

is home to two Austerity

of the Friends of the 457 scheme. An Acrobat .pdf of

Sellindge in Kent, very close to

saddle tanks, both under

the new brochure can be found online by clicking on

the M20 and a few miles east

restoration War Dept. S115

the image below. And be aware that the SERA will also

of Ashford. There has been

‘Antwerp’, on loan from the

launch ‘Friends of the Tyneside’ next year to

railway heritage activity on

National Mining Museum, and

coincide with the start of that project at the

site for many years, but never

one which is a genuine LNER

Battlefield Line that will run along similar

in the public eye as this is very

J94 68078. There remains a

lines to that of the 457.

much a private site where

single Bulleid Pacific on site in

items are either restored

the shape of the dismantled

or stored. The list of items

remains of 35025 ‘Brocklebank

that have been kept at Hope

Line’ and four 5' gauge Finnish

Farm over the years is quite

steam locos, two 2-8-0s and

impressive and includes no

a pair of 0-6-0 side tanks; all

fewer than six Bulleid Pacifics,

complete but in unrestored

a class 37 diesel (which

stored condition. There are

subsequently returned to main

currently no diesel locos at

Click the image to
view/download the
brochure .pdf
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Sellindge and coaching stock
wise, there is both a Southern
Railway PMV and the unique
ex LSWR elephant van that’s
all original including the
6 wheel chassis, complete
with Mansuell wheels.
Dotted around the site are the
decaying remains of a few pre
grouping coach bodies that
were left there decades ago.
They range from LB&SC, to
SE&CR and LSWR origin but
all are well beyond help and by
the time you read this some
will have been disposed of.
That leaves the EMUs that
have multiplied in number
over the last few years at
the site. The most notable
of them is the driving motor
brake of the Bulleid double
decker (4-DD). This vehicle
was stored for decades and
is in quite poor condition
but following the death of
the owner last year it has
now passed to a preservation
group and it is hoped they can
make some progress with a
restoration. Also present are

2019, a four man SERA team

4-SUB units. Whilst sheets

three coaches of the Southern

descended on the site and

are no substitute for proper

Electric Group’s 4-COR unit

during intermittent heavy

indoor storage, they do offer

3142, one driving motor brake

showers, got both coaches

a fair degree of protection,

car and the two intermediate

sheeted-over to be safe from

which is what these vehicles

trailers. That number has

the weather. This involved

will need. We will go back to

increased with the arrival of

putting tyres on the roof to

Sellindge from time to time to

the Bulleid 2-EPB unit, 6307,

ensure the vents and horns

keep a check on our vehicles

the LOR trailer car and the

didn’t rip into the heavy duty

to see how they are holding up

City & South London Railway

tarpaulin and then dragging

but as previously mentioned

car body which comprise

the sheets over (two per car)

these are very much stored as

the SERA reserve fleet for

before tying them down.

possible future projects.

storage. The latter two arrived

The sheets themselves had

ready sheeted for what will

been transported down from

undoubtedly be a lengthy

Coventry with one of the track

period of storage, but not so

deliveries, having previously

the two car unit as on 4th May

been used on the 2-HAP and
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Pictured opposite/above
6307 at Sellindge before
and after being secured
against the Kent rain
with a heavy duty
tarpaulin cover.
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Love is a Battlefield
MAZDA
This loco was operational up
until the closure of ERM, it
was responsible for shunting
all the stock onto the exit
ramp and even drove under its
own power off the lorry when
delivered to Shackerstone, but
it was work weary and tired,
last repainted in 2010 it looked
shabby and despite receiving
some maintenance, during the
last ten years it had numerous
issues that needed long term
fixes. Now was the time to
assess exactly what needed
doing. One of the advantages
of going to a proper railway
is that they have facilities
that we could only dream off
at Coventry; a loco shed with
an inspection pit being one
— and in September 2018 we
got MAZDA over the pit for a
weekend and got to inspect
the loco’s condition in detail.
With the expert assistance
of the Battlefield Line’s
resident loco engineers we

The SERA is now
spread over three sites
following the closure
of the ERM. The bulk of
the collection and the
principle site of activity
is Shakerstone on the
Battlefield Railway.

delivering what was of use to

Tyneside EPB along with the

the Battlefield Line, who had,

ironclad stores vehicle along

after all, gone out of their way

with the two locos in the

to offer a home to the group.

SERA fleet. Ruston & Hornsby

The SERA wants to be good

To start with, we got to replace

165DE 0-4-0 Diesel-Electric

and supportive tenants on the

the final pair of generator

‘MAZDA’ and the 4wd English

line, so after discussions with

brushes that could not be

Electric Battery/Overhead

the line’s management we felt

accessed without a pit at

it was best to put the South

Coventry. This means the

Tyneside EMU in store for

traction generator is at full

Once the items had been

now whilst the two locos are

health. The brushes on the

delivered in May and June

made ready for service on the

traction motor will also need

2018, a decision had to be

railway where they can fulfil

replacing as currently only

made by the volunteer team of

useful operational roles.

five of the required eight are

how best to spend their time

And so to work:

in place. This will cost and

Wire Electric ‘Spondon No.1’.

Picture Spondon No. 1
and MAZDA both loaded
aboard their respective
lorries, pictured on the
Rowley Road, outside of
the ERM ready to depart
for a new life at the
Battlefield Railway.
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have learned so much about

Based here are the South

the machine, not only what is
wrong with it but what it will
take to put it right.

that was both productive to

funds won’t be available for

advancing the cause and also

this until well into 2020.
The Contactor | Volume 02
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We also got to dissassemble

a replacement shaft at a cost of

both couplings to find the

£450, not cheap, but it will last

tension springs had both

for decades and needed to be

snapped so rubber bushing

done. All the drive belts inside

has been acquired from scrap

have now been re-tensioned

wagons and together with

and the loco’s engine runs well.

newly fabricated spacer plates

The air brake controller was

will make a good replacement

failing to deliver full pressure to

to have the coupling properly

the cylinder, this was not only

aligned and under the correct

the fault of the controller but

tension. The cab floor boards

also the seals on the cylinder

were rotten around the

itself were found to be worn and

doors and have been taken

life expired and will need to be

up for replacement with

replaced, this may be done

new ones that are being

before Christmas. Rob Davidson

procured early next year.

has become an expert on the

The whole cab interior needs

loco’s air system quite by

rubbing back and repainting

accident as he has been working

and the gauges will need

on it to a degree that was

recalibrating. It is inside the

never possible at Coventry.

engine compartment that the

The cab window frames were

most work needs doing. We

removed over ten years ago by

discovered the donkey engine

a well-meaning volunteer who

used to charge the air starting

meant to get them re-glazed

system from flat had seized,

and returned, but to cut a long

and its been filed with waste

story short, the original frames

diesel in an attempt to free it.

got lost and the locomotive

At Coventry, this would cause

has been without sliding cab

the loco to be sidelined as it

side windows ever since, but

could not be charged-up, but

not any more. Thanks to a

thankfully the Battlefield have

horsebox window manufacturer

a static air line system that

a replacement set was made to

can fill the system enough to

close to the original spec and

start the locomotive.

are now fitted. Whilst all of this

This does technically make

has been going on, the issue of

the donkey redundant but its

the need to repaint the loco

repair will be carried out as

has started to be addressed.

the system still has some use

Andy Rowlands has started to

and also for completion of

rub down the superstructure,

the restoration plan.

filling holes and painting it in

The loco’s compressor was

primer. Bigger holes have been

found to be out of alignment

welded for us by our friends at

and the drive shaft had

the Battlefield and the loco is

uneven wear. The whole

heading towards a full repaint

machine was removed and

into Brunswick Green, with

shipped off to a specialist in

wasp stripes front and rear

Nottinghamshire who milled

during summer 2020.
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Pictured (top left) MAZDA’s brake controller removed and
receiving attention on the work bench. Photo Rob Davidson
(top right) The spring that held MAZDA’s rear coupling under
tension — pictured as discovered having split into three pieces.
(bottom left and right) Two views of the new cab windows
fitted to MAZDA. Photos Rob Davidson
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Love is a Battlefield

SPONDON No. 1

sponsorship that has paid for

Like MAZDA, this loco earned

all the under-frame and cab

its keep up to and including

interior so it can be primed.

the last days of ERM, loading

This involved the removal of

itself on a lorry for departure

years of accumulated paint.

and unloading itself when it

The volunteers have made

arrived at its new home.

good progress with stripping

Just like its running mate,

the locomotive bodywork back

it was looking very tired and

to bare metal in preparation

hid a number of issues under

for a full repaint into Bruns-

its bonnets as well as the

wick Green. Stripping the

more visible issues in full

old paint revealed the loco

view on the exterior. Upon

had been painted this colour

delivery, it was used for a few

at some stage in its life so a

spots of shunting, including

return will be in-keeping with

positioning the GWR small

the repaint on MAZDA which

prairie tank on the inspection

will run concurrently. The four

pit at least once, but the

lamps fitted at Hammerton

need for a full overhaul was

Street are being removed and

obvious. During its time

efforts to source something

under the ERM’s control,

closer to the original single

a charging system was fitted

headlights are underway.

that was not only difficult

In the cab, the door running

to setup, but also less than

guide strips had lifted and

safe, so this was scrapped

distorted, so the same

and a new system is being

contractor who did the

installed that will plug directly

underframe has welded new

into the Battlefield’s shore

box sections in so the doors

supplies. 110V DC charging

can be re-hung once the rotten

sockets from Mk 3 coaches

centre panels are replaced.

a contractor to needle gun

were obtained from Booth’s

Pictured Detail of
the works carried out
on Spondon No. 1 at
Shackerstone.
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scrapyard for this purpose

The estimated completion

and the system will be fitted

dates for both locos is at the

early in the new year. A full

end of 2020, after this time

assessment of the condition of

the undivided attention of

the traction motors will also

the full team will switch

be undertaken in the new year

to the South Tyneside unit

when there is a chance to get

which currently sits in the

the loco over the inspection

Shackerstone DMU siding

pit. It may be the case that it

awaiting its turn. It is hoped

too needs new brushes and

to run some special working

given that it has two traction

with both locos to mark their

motors then that could

return to traffic and we will

become expensive to provide.

bring you full details of this

On the cosmetic side however,

when it is finalised.

there has been private

Graeme Gleaves
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Jolly Units Outing
are purely on a storage
only basis. What was a
disappointment to the
units owners, the Heritage
Electric Trains Trust, is that
the shows organisers gave
no opportunity for them to
be represented at the event.
That was briefly corrected on
the Sunday thanks to John
Piper who was running the
joint Southern Electric Group/
Network SouthEast Society
sales stand and tipped HETT
off that the units were not
screened off as had been the
original communication from the
One:One Collection.
Graeme Gleaves made the
trip to Margate and spent
several hours on the Sunday
talking to visitors who had
many questions about the
SUB (and a few about the
503), future plans and hopes

Margate has long been
associated with day
trips and weekends
away. Well, that
took on a whole new
meaning in August 2019
when Hornby held an
open weekend at the
Westwood site that
is home to both the
Hornby Visitor Centre
and the Locomotive
Storage Collection, that
is now being branded as
the One:One Collection.
Pictured
The class 503 is formed up
and in the dry inside the
former ‘goods outward’
shed at Hornby Margate.
Photo Jacob Sparkes

for the restoration. Hornby’s

The event was held on the

no. 47 841 freshly repainted

17th and 18th August and

in InterCity livery along with

pre-sale tickets sold out on

the giant Cowans Sheldon

both days. A steady stream

rail crane, LNWR saloon,

of visitors got to get up

down to the diminutive

close to not only the Hornby

Whickham Trolley. Over on

museum exhibits chronicling

the far side of the shed, and

the company’s output since

most definitely part of the

Hornby did offer an apology

the 1930s as both Hornby

show were the 4-SUB unit

for forgetting to formally

and Triang, along with other

and Class 503, the first time

invite HETT. If this event is

products produced in Margate

they had been on display to

repeated in 2020 then let’s

under the Rovex brand, but

the public since the closure of

hope we get more notice and

also the One:One collection

the Electric Railway Museum

can use it to our advantage as

shed threw open its doors to

in October 2017. To say both

well as to enhance the visitor

the public for the first time

units looked a little work

experience to the site. Overall,

where the star attractions

weary is an understatement

the event was very well run

were the A4 Pacific ‘Bittern’,

as no restoration work has

and very well received by the

complete with two tenders,

been carried out on either

many people who visited —

the LMS Black five on loan

since they arrived in Margate.

so let’s hope that a repeat

from the Mid Hants Railway,

Not surprising, given that the

happens before too long.

a newly delivered Class 47,

arrangements they are there
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stewards said they’d had more
questions about the SUB from
visitors on the Saturday than
about all the other items on
site combined and were glad
that someone was now on
hand to answer questions.

Graeme Gleaves
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At a glance, the structure of our organisations

NAME OF ORGANISATION

NAME OF ORGANISATION

NAME OF ORGANISATION

Suburban Electric Railway Association

4-SUB Association

Heritage Electric Trains Trust

TYPE OF ORGANISATION (a club)

TYPE OF ORGANISATION (a club)

TYPE OF ORGANISATION (CIO)

Constituted, unincorporated society

Constituted, unincorporated society

Charitable Incorporated Organisation

ROLLING STOCK OWNED OR
RESPONSIBLE FOR:

ROLLING STOCK OWNED None

City & South London Car Body
and the Liverpool Overhead Railway

WHO RUNS IT:
Management committee, elected

Registered with the Charities
Commission. Registration No. 1183029
ROLLING STOCK OWNED

each year at the Association’s Annual

4-SUB Unit 4732, Class 503 Unit

General Meeting by the membership.

EPB Trailer Second Car

South Tyneside 2-EPB,

CURRENT COMMITTEE:

WHO RUNS IT:

the 2-EPB Unit 6307 and the

Mark Walling – Chairman

Team of Charity Trustees,

Ironclad Bogie Stores Van

Graeme Gleaves – Treasurer

appointed upon formation and

(all owned by Electric Train

Robert Fielding – Membership Secretary

by subsequent invitation.

Preservation Limited)

Christopher Hurst – Sales Officer

Class 457 DMSO

WHAT IS ITS ROLE?

Graeme Gleaves – Chairman

(owned by 457 shareholders)

Raises funds and promotes awareness

Mark Walling – Trustee

for the restoration project on 4732

Neil Bennett – Trustee

— as its name implies it is a support

Ian Brown CBE – Trustee

— Trailer Car #7 (both owned by SERA)

Spondon No.1 Battery Loco (on loan)

CURRENT TRUSTEES:

Ruston & Hornsby 165 DE Loco

group for the project that is managed

‘MAZDA’ (owned by consortium)

by the Heritage Electric Trains Trust.

WHO RUNS IT:

SOURCES OF INCOME:

the storage, subsequent restoration

Management committee,

Membership Fees & Sales

and operation of both the SUB

elected each year at the association’s
Annual General Meeting.

The 4SA is not a charity so donations

WHAT IS ITS ROLE?
To fund, direct and project manage

and 503 units.

to the project are channelled to the

SOURCES OF INCOME:

CURRENT COMMITTEE:

Heritage Electric Trains Trust to be

Personal and Corporate donations,

Graeme Gleaves – Chairman

eligible for Gift Aid.

Legacies, and Grants.

John Missenden – Secretary
Mark Walling – Creative Lead
Nicholas Evans – General Officer
WHAT IS ITS ROLE?
Management of the restoration and
storage of the above items. Provision
of volunteer workforce to support
them and full fundraising.
SOURCES OF INCOME:
Membership Fees, Donations & Sales
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